Cyber-Bytes
Registration fees-Rs.300

Problem Statement
A series of problems to be solved related to the cyber security by the use of
various hacking and analysis tools.
Rules
1.

Participants should report at the given place on the given time.

2.
Participants are allowed to access internet between a given intervals of
time.
3.

Competition is divided into 4 rounds.

4.
Each round consist of a set of problems from a specific domain which
needs to be solved.
5.
Judging Committee can demand for explanation or proof of evidence of
your solution of the given problem.
6.
There are rewards for each problem and penalties for incorrect
explanation of your solution set or on incorrect solutions.
7.

Rewards and penalties rules will be announced on the day of event.

8.
One team member is elected as the team leader. Only that team member
is permitted to represent the team’s solution and can only provide explanation of
that solution.
9.
Participants who misbehave may be asked to leave the competition area
and risk being disqualified from the contest.

10. All decisions about rewards, penalties, game play and timing,
participation made by the Organizing Committee are final. Teams should
completely respect their decisions.
11. Students will carry their Laptops, pen drives or storage drives and power
cods along with an internet connection at that time, the university and the event
coordinators will not be responsible for connectivity and power issues.
Minimum Laptop Specification
1. Processor – 266MHz or higher Intel or AMD x86 processor
(500MHz is recommended)
2. Memory – A minimum of 2 GB RAM. ( 4 GB is recommended)
3. Disk Storage – 150MB free disk space is required for the basic
installation.
Team Specification
A team may consist of a maximum of 2 participants. Students from
different educational institutes can form a team. Each team can have 2
laptops at most and at least 1 pen drive.
Certificate Policy
Certificate of excellence will be awarded to the top 2 winners.
Certificates of Participation will be given to all the participants, but not to
the teams which get disqualified due to disobeying any of the competition
rules.

